
This is the run report for Run no. 331 

 

Where:          Croissy/St-Germain-en-Laye 

When:           Sun 28 November, 1999 

Hare:           Captain Bimbo 

Attendance:     24 

 

The run's Scottish theme started off with lots of silly jock hats and McDracula wearing a binbag for a kilt to 

complete his very Scottish outfit.We parked by the Seine, and merrily skipped along its banks until we got to a 

check, which took us on-on-ing over the bridge.  At the other side Louseburger had already understood the HG 

- an opportunity to grope the oversized breasts of la Sein(e) statue!  Has anyone seen the Famous French 

Fighter Pilot and Christine?  Where DID they go alone for a very long time? The (dirty) mind boggles.   

Then oh God what a big hill to run up, still, never mind, at the top of that, the right way was up millions of 

steps onto the Terrasse of St-Germain.  Suddenly (well not if you know St-Germain as well as most SC hashers) 

we were running round the Chateau and past the RER station into the park!  But not even this lasted long, we 

soon found ourselves in some forest.  But where was the beer stop?  Try asking the Captain Bimbo.  Those 

who did were assured it was after the next check. Well of course it was… A few million trees later, indeed, we 

found the beer stop, with a prime selection of beers and some ready-mixed whisky and green ginger ale, an 

Edinburgh speciality.   

The hare planned the next bit to take us to the Hash View, and also to keep the whole pack together.  Well the 

HV was a bit scuppered by all these fences everywhere, and the fact that there is no view since SG is so bloody 

far from anything interesting to view.  On departure from the HV there weren't many of us, oh dear, so fingers 

(not legs) crossed we ran on, and started the merry descent down the steps, down the hill and over the bridge, 

all a bit separated.  As Bimbo noticed. Still, all were as present and correct as they'll ever be back at the cars, 

where a circle was held as far from Old Banger's car as possible.  Before we had frozen, we went back for our 

supper chez Captain Bimbo and Attila the Hen for an evening of Scottishness, with ceilidh dancing and haggis 

enjoyed by all!  A big thanks to youze! 

 

What did we think of the run? We weren't asked. 

 

Down-downs 

Hares:          Captain Bimbo 

Newcomer:       Christine from France, made to come 

by Dracula 

Virgins:        Katia from New York, mtcb Christine, 

Bruce from Canada mtcb Virginia 

Visitors:       80 Shilling, 70 Shilling, Lager Lout and 

Vital Spark from Edinburgh HHH 

Returnees:      no down-downs for them this week 

either 

 

Criminals: 

Sex on the Hash:    Famous French Fighter Pilot and 

Christine 

Hash Grope:         Louseburger 

The Scots:          Captain Bimbo, Dracula (definitely 

very Scottish indeed), MaBush, 80/-, Lager Lout, 70/-, 

Sig (nominated himself), Vital Spark 

Moving his car away from circle:   Old Banger 

Admitting to teenage crush:    Lager Lout 

Blasphemy "Guinness is cowpiss"    Likes a Long One, 

Orange Slip (Guinness Down-down!) 

Birthday               Orange Slip 

 

OnOn 

MaBush  

 





 


